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ABSTRACT 

In order to specify telephone switching 
systems it seems, first of all reasonable 
to determine the functions of ~n ex~hange in a 

clear-cut manner . This paper deals, by turne, with 
all the functions that have to be accomplished 
while a call is being set up ~ and it sketches 
t~a~sitions between the different states. A di
~1!~~~ of the exchanges into units, and functions 
of these latters are also discussed. Finally, 
the process of call origination will be studied 
by means of elaborating flow diagrams. This 
article is the first step to a studv in the 
course of which a comprehensive treatment and 
specification method of exchange systems are 
intended to be unified. 
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Development and modernization of telecommunication 
network s are accompanied by a rapid increase of 
the number of telecommunication services as a 
concomitant phenomenon . Then it is the task of 
the Pos tal A~ministrations concerned to 
investigate if, and to what extent, their operating 
networks are adequate to performing such new 
services, and to specify the demande made on 
every new device to be ~ut into operation in 
order to make it suitable for satisfyin~ all 
service reauirements. 

ryescription of new services and their insertion 
into a known system are getting to be tasks 
of growing importance and, at the same time, a 
more and more difficult problem. A method applied 
so far was that Administrations simply described, 
by indicating the performance specifications and 
quality ~arameters to be provided , all the 
service categories that a telecommunication eau
inment to be produced was exoected to perform. 
As, however, in many cases a coinstant~neous 
availability of the different services had not 
been sttidied at the specification, there were 
inconsistency ano discrepancy to be seen even at 
the definitions. 

As technics are evolving the restrictions 
between possible operational variat ions and 
technical solution of the working units to be 
used are steadily decreasing. In order that the 
equipment constituting a telecommunications 
network can b e specified independently of any 
restrictions, i . e . in a system-independent way, 
one has had to reach a level of development 
where the units carrying out tasks of control 
and switching in the equipment of a network will ' 
be parted and have to' perform onerations which 
are functionally independent of each other. 

This evolution level so crucial from the point 
of view of the performance has been yielded by 
the re~ults or the research work and development 
activft i es of the last ten years. As to the 
process, it i s the research work carried on in 
the field of t heories of systems and of sets, 
while as far as transmission technics are 
concerned it has been the progress made in 
digital technics, and in respect of the switching 
technics it is the program control coming into 
general use that all allow of raising a new 
method of consideration. 

Th e a im is to create a description method /i.e . 
such a specification language/ which can define, 
in a clear-c.ut way, all the necessary operation 
steps and their interrelations without 
restricting, however, the implementation of the 
technical solution within the limits of economic 
efficiency. Speaking in terms of the theory of 
sets, it aims at describing quality relations 
/ intercou"!'"se and interaction/ without defining 
the system elements in a concrete manner . 

~ow let us consider th i s problem as a feature 
narrowed down to the relation, looked upon as 
the most crucial one from the point of view of 
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service descript i ons, existing between men and 
machine, or . in' other words, between subs~ib7rs 
and exchange. As the equipment of transmlSSlon 
t e c hnics has the basic function to pass the 
arriving s i gnals to the input, wi~hout . pe~for 
ming, however, any logical operatlon , 1t 1S 
easy to describe this function by some 
symbolics, as far as a service is.concerne?. 
The building up of a connection, l.e . provldlng 
the service itself, can be affected only by 
two "elements" in the network one of which is 
the subscriber , and the other the automation 
of the exchange, both being the only two 
units able to perform logical operations. 

Besides the subscriber lor the operator I and 
the control device of the switching center 
perform identical steps of function while 
" being in action" . This is a natural consequence 
of the fact that the control devices of the 
exchange actually replace the logical an? 
operative activities of an operator requlred 
by a manual system . 

The main funcional elements in a control unit 
such as translators, buffers, the l ogic and 
other operative units , all substitute for the 
person of an operator . If we look for an 
analogy we may- discover an operational order 
equal to the elements present in the ... 
subscriber's respectively operator's actlvltles, 
i . e . the ope;ator-identifies the calling 
subscriber~ stores the called number, an~ owing 
to his routine he kno~s different operatlona l 
programs, converts names int~ calling numb7r~ 
or place numbers, and accordlng to the d:c lslon 
of his nervous system he performs operatlve 
functions by using his hands. 

In fact when we want to represent functionally 
a calli~g process, it is the su?scriber's act -

ions and the consequently occurr1ng control 
functions, as well as all the react~ons . 
checking the resu~t~ of thes: functlons WhlCh 
play the most declslve part ln such a represen
tation. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE METH0D USED 

The method by which we try to resolve the.nrob
lem arisen can be divided into the followlng 
steps: 

a .1 For the building up of a general connec 
tion we draw a program- diagram having all 
the conditions to be regarded as system 
inde-pendent. 

b. I The exchange is regarded as ~ sequential 
machine where the condition implied is 
that a state should always depend only 
upon a former state and the input - conditi 
ons as well . The output is , at any moment 
of the time, a function of the actual 
'state of the machine. The functioning of 
the network can be characterized by a 
logical set of equations acco~ding to w0 ich 
each .output is, at any It I tlme~dependlng 
on the values existing at or taken on by 
the input s and internal states during ·the 
same time. 

c .1 

d .1 

Now we build up a state transition diagram 
suitable for describing basic and special 
telephon-e services and we search for the 
inte~r~lations between the changes of 
state -on the one hand, and the exchange 
units assigned to them, on the other hand 
Itime - and space relation/ . 

The functionally parted ~xchan~e units 
are considered as digital subsystems. 
Thus , the applied units can take . on . 
discrete values only , and so a ~lrcult can 
be treated as an assembly of unlts able 
t assume "yes" or "no" states . The use.of 
t.~_is m~tho9- . prqvides for q. .siroDI.e- .tranSl-
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tion between a specification and the methods 
known and used for planning of digital 
circuit~ . 

If the first of the steps specified above is 
solved , this will permii of such an uneauivocal 
description mode on the basi~ of which any demand 
on telecommunication services may be resolved in 
a definite way . 

Solving of step under bl permits that quality 
parameters should be avai iable not only in a 
diagram but also in the form of a specification 
language, and consequently for specification 
purposes only . 

The use of steps under cl and dl might already 
mean t hat the apnlied specification language 
could directly be used as a guiding principle of 
designing, and as such a means it may prevent 
that any misunderstanding would turn up between 
manu~acturers and customers. 

In this paper , herea~ter, the realisation of the 
first step will be analysed, hinting also at the 
possibilities of which use can later be made 
~hen working out a method, respectively a comp
lete specification lan~uage. 

L0GIC DIAr;-q.AM 0F ':':'HF STP.TTCTURE 0F A GE"IE"RAL 
C0"I'TFCT lI"'ll\T 

~hen accomplishing a connection the logical 
operations to be performed constitute a closed 
cycle. Peset to t~e fundamental position is 
n~mely a prerequisite to init iatlng a new call . 
~o demonstrate the f undamental logical steps on 
a flow diagram symbols have been introduced . 

'T'able I . 

S~J.!BO:'S 

c:6 CALL ORIOllA'rIOI 

f CloEARIIG-SIOIAL 

• BUSY COIDITIOI /COIOIS'lIOI/ 

'\J\..J PROCE3D TO SElD SIOIJJ. 

JUl ADDRBSS /DIOl! IDORIIA!IOI/ 

'=c....=J IDORIIA'lIOI lROCISSIIO 

~ ROUfIlO 

t-{] BUSY 'l1S'l /KID 01' SBL3C'lIOI/ 

-0- RIIGIIO 

~ CO\n'ERSATIOI /SZ-COt1ll'lUG/ 

-.J L- RETlIRlI TO BORIIJ.L /RESET/ 

A,a CALLIIIG ABD CALL::D SUBSCRIBERS 

K OPERJ.TOR 

i Al"lEil ALTERIA'lIYES PROGRJ.B RESUllED 

We shall see that the outlined program can be 
applied to buliding UP any given telephone 
connection by rrtaki~g. ~s .e of cyr_' _p ; t:pn .... +~ ems-. · 
!Fig ."1 . "1 
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~ Flow diagram of setting up a telephone 
connection 

1.1 In the case of interworking between auto
matic exchanges a cycle iteration is neces

sary from 2 to 1. 

2 . I 

If one or more operators lat a local, a 
branch, or a trunk exchange I are 
intervening, a cycle iteration from 3 to 
1 has to take place. 

As an example let us consider a kind of 
call often ' occurring . The call is started 
by an extension of a branch exchange and 
is destined for an extension of another 
branch exchange belonging to the same main 
exchange. The branch exchange cannot 
operate yet on an automatic basis, so the 
incoming calls arrive at the operator's 
position IFig . 2 . 1 
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2 

3 30---'" 

~ Call built up with cycle iterations 
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'T.'he call is being buil i: uE> with tw'o cycle 
iterations. At the callinf branch exchange the 
call passes from 1 to 2. 'T.'hen the calling person 
dials the main exchange what r~sults in ~ ~ycle 
iteration from 2 to 1. At the main exchange the 
call passes to 3 and it will he answered ' by the 
operator of the branch exchange. Then the call 
will he put through hy the operator to the 
extension wanted while a cycle iteration from 3 
to 1 is tak~ng tilace . At the end of the conver
sation the pr~gram runs down to the normal posi 
tion . 

Of course, for the study of a known system, or 
for specifying a new one, the knowledge of the 
general logic-diagram is n6t sufficient in 
itself. A possibility seems to present itself, 
however, by which this general, for any call 
type usable and system- independent logical 
operation scheme could be disintegrated to sub
programs involving such a definite relationship 
between functional steps and logical decisions as 
to permit a detailed study of the different 
kinds of services and their interrelationship. 

The preliminarY,condition of a sys~em-indepen
dency has been preserved also while develo?~ng 
these sub-programs, allowing in this way a free 
hand to designers, too. ' 

~ethod of developing and treating of a sub
program chosen 

Here, starting from the general flow-diagram, the 
working out of the sub-programF and the diff~rent 
stages of the process will be shown hv means of 
an ~xample sui~able io demonstrate, at the same 
time, the method itself. 

As an example, let us consider the unit p';r'ocess 
of receiving and evaluating the selection in~ 
formations. Here the flow-diagram speaks for 
itself. By such a mode of specification of the 
services sufficient survey is ensured and hand 
ling becomes quite simple Ifig.3.1 
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~ Evaluation of the selection information 
received 
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Further benefits accrue from the drawing of 
such a flow-diagram in cases when it emerges a 
demand on,respectively a possibility of the 
introduction of a new service, and the extent of 
an ' interfering with the existing system has 
to be analysed Istudied/. In such a case it is 
more to the point to dr'aw first a partial flow
diagram for the new service -to be introduced 
and then check the points at which the new 
service can join the existing general program , 
and this will show the necessary extent of 
interfering. 

Let us assume that the new service to be looked 
upon is the possibility of application of 
"shortened call numbers". Each step which, in 
order to introduce the new service, is to be 
inserted into the flow-diagram, is shown by a 
dashed line. It can be seen that, besides 
making provision to secure identification and 
ascertainment of permission, it i~ only the 
pass over of the stored "full call number" 
of the subscriber what must be provided for, 
and then the process will repea~ itself . Us ing 
this method, sub-programs of any new services 
can be worked out and inserted into the general 
flow-diagram. 

A modern telephone exchange, offering all the 
known special services, can be uniquely 
specified by about 30 to 40 sub~programs . The 
flow-diagram can further be refined by indica
ting all the functional steps of every sub
program le.g. process of switching of the 
busy tone/. This latter work should be done, 
however, at the time when design is already in 
progress . 

Some problems at the evolving of a mathem~tical 
model 

The mathematical simulation of telephone 
connections is based on methods known with 

-queuing systems. A telephone switching network 
can- be looked upon as a characteristic type of 

queuing systems. The system receives demands 
aT random moments, it has the disposal of 
channels which perform operations. This is 
called the serving. A telephone switching net
work, as far as manipulation and proceedings are 
concerned, can be placed among the "large 
systems". Its entirely comprehensive manipulation 
and the description of the processes passing off 
in it, all require elaborate methods. The main 
task here aims at finding for the switching 
system of such a complex structure the interrela
tion among the input parameters lu/, the 
serving or output par~meters Iyl and the intrinsic 
structure W = ~u, y~ IFig.4.1 

~ .... __ w __ .... ~ 
~ General mathematical model 

In tackling the actual task, considerable 
simplification can be done in the mathematical 
description, based on the reasoning as follows: 

1.1 In working out a specification both the 
types of services demanded and the performance 
conditions Itraffic conditionsl can be stated 
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as two different kinds of condition, or in other 
words, on the one hand, we have to deal with t~e 
claim to the mode of serving,and again wi~h the 
demand on quality of the service, on the I O~her 
hand. This is a justification for describIng 
services in a deterministic way in spite of the 
fact that demands present themselves stochast ical 
ly. Thus for the description o f the mode of 
serving it seems to be , sufficient to consider a 
one-channel system. 

2.1 A further simplification can be reached by 
considering the question as discrete changes of 
states Istate transitions/.Tho~fh this method 
does not reflect exactly all the actual processes, 
its application as a specification language will 
still secure all the conditions required, such 
as 

al unambiguity; b/understandability; 
cl system independence; 
dl a certain flexibility for change or 

growth. 

~s a matter of fact, the plain truth is that the 
very thin~ expressed by a ' state-symbol may 
appear in 2 quite new form when realized in 
a different system, depending on the configuration 
of the system and the logic of control used. 
The basic idea , however, according to which 
states will be assigned to calls, and call - hand
ling procedures will be described by transitions 
between these states holds to all common control 
telephone switching networks , as most of the 
state transitions present themselves ~s a 
resnonse to one of the users' actions. rhese 
state transitions take place in long intervals as 
compared to the control speed. 

Taking the foregoing into consideration the wor
king of exchange has, as far as the description 
of services is concerned, been traced back to 
a deterministic model . 

3 . 1 Supposing a deterministic system the 
c harac teristics of state of the system can be 
inferred for a point of time t+ A t from 
the relations o~ the mathematical model on the 
basis of the ' initial condi~tions . It was seen in 
the description of the functions of the switching 
centre that these functions have a strictly fixed 
order. Conse~uently, good use can be made here 
of the simple methods adopted at the descrintion 
of the functions of sequencial machines, too . 
Beyond applying the prlnclPle of full deduction 
bv A t use can be made of the statement, holding 
true of sequencial machines and leading to further 
simplification , according to which an intermediate 
state can be described bv means of the preceding 
state and the states of the other u~its inducing 
a new state . . 

~elation between state transitions and exchange 
eauloment 

The orocesses oroceeding during a single call 
are shown in Fig.l in , 6hronological order . 
~he un;~s taking part in these processes, 
however, are located in soace. It is the rela~ 
tionship ' between these conditions of time and 
space that should be found . 

Practically this means that we have to seek for 
the stage where the different units of an 
exchange, while still satisfying the condition of 
system-independency, can be marked off from one 
another according t o their functions . Thus, the 
state transitions must be brought into relationship 
with exchange units performing typified functions . 

• 
• 

• 
• 
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In considering the functional objecti~e~ of,the 
different equipment they can be class ~f~ed ~nto 
three main categories, as follows: 

1.1 Information reception 
laction-reactionl 

2.1 Information processing 
3.1 Performance operation 

Applying the circuit-denominations,used,in , 
known exchange systems, the follow~ng c ~rcu~ts 
can be assigned to the three main ooeration 
fields above: 

1.1 Any circuit taking part in exchanging 
of signals performs a part of information 
reception. Some units of importance are as 
follows: 

1.1 line circuits 
1.2 trunks 
1.3 registers 
1.4 sender and receiver 
1.5 j!-lnctors. 

2.1 Within the scope of information 
processing the control equipment able to perform 
logical operations and their c~molementary 
devices as well are to be mentloned. 

This group is formed by: 

2.1 the translators, 
2.2 the central processor, and 
2.3 the operative memory, or logical 

connectives. 

3.1 performance operation involves tasks 
such as s~itching and internal information 
transfer. The main units known are: 

3.1 the speech path switching matrixes 
3.2 auxiliary matrixes 
3.3 the switching markers 
3.4 identifiers ' 
3.5 connectors and the bus 
3.6 connectors for the supervisory circuits 

The separation of the switching matrixes from 
the auxiliary ones is due to the difference 
between their functions. The former has the task 
to build up a path for the speech, i.e. to 
realize the aim of the connection itself, while 
the auxiliary matrixes have to perform all the 
swi ' tching functions necessary to any informa
tion receotion, sign~l sending and busy test. To 

sum , up,-this group of equipment is destined 
for accomplishing the fundamental control 
functions of the switching network such as 

: separation, selection, busy test and release. 

The interrelation between units is shown in 
Fig. 5. 
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3.5 

2.2 2.3 

Fig.5. Block diagram o f concentrated exchange
--- units 

System-theoret i cal concept of _switching 
technigues 

I n considering the general flow diagram dealt 
with above it ' can be demonstrated that for the 
transition from one state into another also the 
functions of ' more than one equipments of t h e 
exchange are wanted. Thus, if an exchange were 
treated as a single switchin~ system, for the 
mathematical descriotion of the process a number 
of veru comolex exo~essions would be required. 
Wh~rea~ the operatlonal steps and relations 
loutput-input oairsl of an exchange-unit 
performing a de finit~ function,chosen,can be 
followed and judged J,n a relat~vely s~mple way. 

For this reason, that method will likely present 
itself as a solution when a switching exchange 
is looked upon as a system consisting of a 
combination of abstract ob4ects. The behaviour 
o f each abstract object-system may be 
characterized by the i nout-output oairs, resoec~ 
tively f inding their interrelations. 

With the combinatio~ of several systeMS the 
folaow i ng oroblem may a ris e: 

Assume that a system 1·1f i s -made uo of a de f ined 
comb inat50n o f the give n comoo~ent s ~l ... Wg 
in which a give~ comnonent Wi 1 S d ~ f~n~d by l tS 
inout-outout oalrs. Now, the quest~on l S how 
conclusions can be i n f erre d from them about the 
input-outout conditions o f t h e system W. 
Naturally, the problem may arise in a reversed 
way deoending upon the circumstances how the 
system- has been specifi ed. 

Let us extend our invest igation~ a~ a fj.:r~t 
aporoach, to finding the interrelations among 
the three concentrated exchange~units considered 
in the foregoing paragraph. This system 
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consists of three objects linked up with one 
another, i.e. of the units of the signal
receiver IW1/, the information processor IW 21 

and the proceeding unit 1W3/", as shown in Fig.6. 

r---------------l 
I~------------~~ I I u' J: 
I I 
lut ~, J 

I I 
I I 
I ' I 
L ___ " __________ ...J 

Fig.6.Coupling of three component systems 
1"0,11' W2 and \-!3 

Now let Wl , W2 and W3 be defined bv their 

characteristic functions, as follows: 

The characteristic function of the system W can 
then be expressed by the characteristic funct i ons 
of the three components, i.e.: 

e(u',il-
I ,/ 

-mox min[rY/I~'jY,'J Y:) e" (y/'liY/J!J/) SJ(Y/'Y/j Y,3) [3 7 
!I, Yz 'J 

Where, if binary var iables are assumed: 

min (a, bJ = a A b = ab~ while 
max [a, b) = a V b = -ab + 0 + b 

The equation is a succinct formulation of the 

f th t th . . (1 - 3) act a e lnput-output palr u 2 , 'Yi may 

belong to the system W only in the case, if 
there are such an Yl and Y2 for which it holds 

true that Cl' E2 and £3 are the input

output pairs o f Nl , W2 and W3 . 

From these exaples it can be seen that the 
problem of an input-output analysis can f ormally 
be solved in an easy way and in exl i cit form. 

This simplified examole serves the illustrat i on 
of the method only. For further developing it 
becomes suitable, if this system-theoretical 
concept can be extended to the sub-units of " 
the exchange, too, and then the whole method is 
comprised into an algorithm. 
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